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Nikki Mier is the manager of Fairvilla’s Sexy Things on International Drive in Orlando.

S

exuality is a real and necessary part of human behavior. W

Those who have lived in Orlando for a period ofFairvilla
time likely
Megastore
have heard
, which
of specializes in retail for adults.

decades, the 12,000-square-foot flagship store, located on Orange Blossom Trail, has offered adult toys

Cognizant of changing times and an evolution that is taking place in this specialized industry, Fairvilla ma

Specifically designed to be smaller, Fairvilla’s Sexy Things offers an alternative to those who may feel ov
“We think of ourselves as an intimacy and wellness boutique,” said Nikki Mier, store manager.

The store’s products are body-safe and nontoxic. Mier also referenced the term eco-sexy, which describ

The store is bright, clean and spacious, tastefully displaying items like lingerie, beachwear, books, cards

Products at the satellite location are still fun and flirty, yet there is a definite emphasis on education, safe

“Our goal is to greet everyone who comes through our doors with respect and a genuine desire to help th
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The staff is well-versed in all products and can help customers navigate through the many options to hel

Fairvilla maintains a website that offers an extensive inventory available for online ordering and home de

Customers may want to take advantage of perks and discounts through membership in Fairvilla’s Club F
People may choose to visit Fairvilla’s Sexy Things for a variety of reasons, ranging from spicing up their

“We have established relationships with a network of gynecologists that refer their patients to us for spec

Beyond providing exceptional customer service, Fairvilla extends its commitment to the surrounding com

Fairvilla’s Sexy Thingswww.fairvillasexythings.com
is located at 7631 International
onDrive
the Web.
in Orlando. Operating hours are Mon
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